
• If pulsar’s  velocity, !"#$, exceeds the sound speed, %#, in the ambient medium
its PWN  is strongly affected by the  ram pressure; 

• Subsonic PWNe,  ℳ = ()*+
,*

≪ 1; Examples: Crab PWN

• Supersonic PWNe (SPWNe), ℳ = ()*+
,*

≫ 1; Examples: Mouse  PWN

• Transonic PWNe (TPWNe), ℳ = ()*+
,*
~1; Examples: Vela PWN, PWN of PSR B1706-44 (see poster by Martijn DeVries)

• Subsonic PWNe often (when resolved well) exhibit torus-jet morphologies; their pulsars can be moving fast  but 
ℳ = ()*+

,*
≪ 1 because of the large ,* (for instance in the young SNR interior where the temperature is high)

• A characteristic (stand-off) distance, R0 , at which the ram pressure of the pulsar wind balances the ram pressure:

• The corresponding stand-off angular scale is difficult to resolve even with CXO:

• Magnetic field inside the PWN near the stagnation point (i.e. at 1 ≈ 34):

should be  about 10-100 5G for reasonable values of magnetization 6 ≤ 1.

• Typical energies of synchrotron photons emitted in such fields can be estimated as

where  89 are the electron energies, :∼1 ;
• The maximum Lorentz factor of accelerated electrons:
follows from requiring the electron Larmor radius  
• This limits synchrotron photon energies to                                                               suggesting that old or low-8̇ pulsars
or those with low magnetization should not be sources of synchrotron emission in X-rays. 
• SPWNe around all pulsars can still be visible in radio, optical/near-IR (including H= from shocked ISM) and far-UV. 

Supersonic Pulsar Wind Nebulae

Chandra Observa^ons of Supersonic Pulsar Wind Nebulae  
Oleg Kargaltsev (George Washington University), Noel Klingler (PSU), George Pavlov (PSU), 

Bettina Posselt (University of Oxford / PSU), Roger Romani (Stanford University), Patrick Slane (Harvard University)
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Effects of pulsar velocity on its nebula

Properties of supersonic pulsar wind nebulae (SPNWe)

Recent numerical modeling of SPWNe: toward a realistic picture

Long pulsar tails

• Three principal geometries from Barkov et al. (2019a):

• By linking properties of pulsar gamma-ray and radio light curves and the PWN morphologies one can test the 
predictions of pulsar magnetosphere models and the SN-kick models.

Torus-jet structures of SPWNe heads

Misaligned outflows (Kinetic jets)SPWN-SNR connection
• Extended emission seen around few recycled (millisecond) pulsars is consistent with  SPWN interpretaIon (e.g., H= bowshocks).

• In X-rays SPWNe of millisecond pulsars show diverse structures. This diversity is not yet understood. 

SPWNe of  millisecond pulsars

• Transverse velocity and parallax measurements (mostly in radio) exist for ~160 pulsars (Jankowski et al. 2019; Deller et al. 2019).

However, radio observations alone cannot address these kind of questions related to the SN kick mechanisms:

• Are there pulsars kicked strongly along their spin axis?
• Are there strongly kicked pulsars with aligned spin-magnetic axis? 
By observing PWNe with CXO one can determine the positional angle of rotation axis and, with some theoretical modeling 
involving the gamma-ray and radio lightcurves, the angle between the spin and magnetic dipole axis. This allows one to tackle 
the above questions once >? is measured  in radio. The presence of the host SNR or nearby massive open clusters projected 
in the pulsar vicinity (with distances provided by Gaia)  provide constraints on the distance to the pulsar when the radio  
parallax is not available.  At the moment  the PWN structures show that a strong kick can be imparted onto a NS in the 
direction perpendicular to its spin axis. There is no solid evidence for the spin-aligned strong kicks. Deeper CXO observations
of other SPWNe can help to find such cases or establish their absence. 

• Teaser question: Is there a deceleration force acting on the a pulsar surrounded by a SPWN ? The role of entrainment from 
ISM affecting the shocked pulsar wind flow has been discussed in Morlino et al. (2015) & Olmi (2018).

Pulsar veloci^es (supernova kicks)

• SPWNe and TPWNe consItute about 30% of known PWN populaIon

• SPWNe are detected in radio, H= , X-rays, but not in GeV or TeV gamma-rays

• In the table below SPWNe are highlighted, the rest are TPWNe

Current sample of SPWNe

Recent observations of PSR J1016-5857

PSR J0002+6216
and SNR CTB 1

Very different spectral trends for 
X-ray tails

Is this consequence of geometry?
The most extended tails show no 
evidence of softening spectra at
large distance from the pulsar. 
Turbulent heating ? (Xu et al. 2019)

Full 3D RMHD with anisotropic wind ejec^on.

Jets are not discernible at large distances in  and
do not seem to bend with the distance from the
pulsar as suggested by CXO images.

About 10 pulsars with SPWNe (or TPWNe) have
credible evidence of association with a nearby
SNR. It is imperative to measure their proper
motions and parallaxes in radio, if feasible.

Bandiera (2008): Pulsar wind particles can “leak” kinetically into 
the surrounding ISM from vicinity of stagnation point if their 
Larmor radii exceed the standoff distance, R0.  

X-rays

X-raysX-rays (red)/ H= (blue)

X-rays - red
Radio - blue)

X-rays

SPWN of PSR J2124–3358

Far UV H= X-rays

SPWN of PSR J0437-4715

Far UV H= X-rays

SPWN of black widow  PSR B1957+20:
(X-rays – red; H= – green)

The Guitar nebula, with its well mapped H= forward shock,  is the nearest of these.  It offers the best chance to explore 
the physics of kineIc jets  because the pulsar proper moIon is very large (175 mas/yr) and  accurately  measured.
The distance (~2 kpc) will be measured accurately from radio parallax. It is an excellent target for a deep study with CXO. 

Barkov et al. (2019b): Pulsar wind 
particles escape into ISM due to
reconnection between the 

PWN and ISM magnetic fields.

Olmi and Bucciantini (2019a)

Olmi & Bucciantini (2019b) compute 
particle trajectories on top of thee
3D MHD model of the flow, and show
that not only a beamed escape is 

possible  but that it can be asymmetric 
and charges can separate.

Guitar nebula

Marelli et al. 2016

Tomsick et al. 2012

Vela

Barkov et al. (2019a)

3D RMHD simulations of the interaction of magnetized pulsar
wind with magnetized external medium.

Structures looking like jets deformed by the motion 
can be seen up to substantial distances from the pulsar.

Synchrotron emission map

a reasonable estimate for ISM sound speed

Purple – X-rays
Green  – radio

synchrotron cooling? synchrotron cooling?

The shape of X-ray 
PWN indicates a 
low-to-modest ℳ.

The radio nebula 
morphology is puzzling,
it does not resemble 
other pulsar tails. 

Analysis is ongoing.

X-ray X-ray – red
Radio - blue

Lighthouse PWN
and SNR MSH 11-61A

Schinzel et al. 2019

Radio

RadioRadio

RadioMouse PWN

Klingler et al. in prep.

AAO
Bland-Hawthorn &
Jones

H=

X-rays

Brownsberger & Romani 2014Rangelov et al. 2016a Hui & Becker 2006

Rangelov et al. 2016b

Rangelov et al. 2016b

PSR J2055+2539
Klingler et al. 2016

Ng et al. 2010

Klingler et al 2016b

Pavan et al. 2016

Ng et al. 2010
Klingler et al. 2016a Klingler et al. 2018

Ma et al. 2016

Ng et al. 2012

Cordes et al. 1993
Wong et al. 2003

De Luca et al. 2013

Bykov et al. (2017): The magne^c field lines in the jets may reconnect
with the interstellar magne^c field lines providing a way for the
magne^zed ultrarela^vis^c par^cles  to escape into the ISM.

135 solitary pulsars

>?, km/s

See review by Kargaltsev et al. (2017) and references therein.   
(same as ``frisbee” seen from the side)

Vela PWN
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Map of the magnetic field
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PSR B1706-44
and SNR G343.1-2.3

Romani et al. 2005

Mouse PWN and SNR G359.1-0.5 

Yusef-Zadeh & Gaensler 2005

See also poster by Marttijn De Vries !

CXO observaIons have revoluIonized studies of pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe). In parIcular, they have led to the discovery of X-ray emission from pulsar tails. These extended structures are ram-pressure confined regions behind supersonically moving pulsars filled with ultra-relaIvisIc pulsar wind. CXO data on pulsar tails fueled theoreIcal and computaIonal studies which 
include mass entrainment, turbulence, reconnecIon, kineIc parIcle escape, and MHD modeling. We present the results from recent observing campaigns where several supersonic PWNe (SPWNe) have been observed with deep CXO exposures. Using ACIS to perform spaIally resolved spectroscopy, we found that some tails exhibit strong spectral sohening along  their lengths 

(consistent with rapid cooling) while others do not. The absence of cooling may require parIcle re-acceleraIon (e.g., via magneIc turbulence and reconnecIon). The unprecedented angular resoluIon of CXO also revealed distorted structures of compact nebulae associated with long pulsar tails, which allows one to study the connecIon between the properIes of both compact 
and extended components and with the gamma-ray and radio light curves of the  pulsars. Finally, deep ACIS images of several SPWNe revealed completely unexpected structures dubbed ``misaligned ouklows" (a.k.a. kineIc jets) that can extend for several parsecs at large angles with respect to the pulsar velocity, have hard spectra, and exhibit puzzling morphologies. 

Stappers et al. 2003


